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Abstract. Popular enterprise software such as ERP, CRM is now being
made available on the Cloud in the multi-tenant Software as a Service
(SaaS) model. The added values come from the ability of vendors to en-
able customer-specific business advantage for every different tenant who
uses the same main enterprise software product. Software vendors need
novel customization solutions for Cloud-based multi-tenant SaaS. In this
paper, we present an event-based approach in a non-intrusive customiza-
tion framework that can enable customization for multi-tenant SaaS and
address the problem of too many API calls to the main software product.
The experimental results on Microsoft’s eShopOnContainers show that
our approach can empower an event bus with the ability to customize
the flow of processing events, and integrate with tenant-specific microser-
vices for customization. We have shown how our approach makes sure
of tenant-isolation, which is crucial in practice for SaaS vendors. This
direction can also reduce the number of API calls to the main software
product, even when every tenant has different customization services.

Keywords: Microservices · Architecture · Event-based · Cloud · SaaS ·
Customization · IoT · Edge · Security

1 Introduction

Most businesses and public services rely on enterprise software such as enter-
prise resource planning (ERP) or customer relationship management (CRM),
to name a few. Because every company has its unique organization, processes
and culture, no off-the-shelf software directly fits. Companies eventually cus-
tomize these software systems to meet their specific requirements. For simple
scenarios, software vendors predict where and how their software products may
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be customized, and provide their customers with application programming inter-
faces (API), extension points or configuration choices. However, there are always
customers whose requirements overstep the embedded customization capacity.
These customers need the vendors to provide mechanisms for performing deep
customization, that goes beyond the vendors’ prediction.

Deep customization may affect any parts of a software product, including the
user interface (UI), the business logic (BL), the database schemas (DB) or any
combination thereof. When a software product used to be deployed on the cus-
tomers’ premises, each customer naturally ran its own customized version, in full
isolation. Nowadays, software vendors are migrating their software products to
the Cloud. In the Cloud-based multi-tenant software-as-a-service (SaaS) model,
however, every customer must run the same code base (main product), which
cannot be directly modified for one customer without affecting other customers.
Software vendors desperately need novel deep customization solutions for the
Cloud-based multi-tenant SaaS model.

More recently, leveraging the microservices architecture [14, 6, 1] for enabling
deep customization of multi-tenant SaaS is a very promising direction as pre-
sented in [10, 12, 9, 8, 11]. These microservices-based customization approaches
vary in how they balance isolation and assimilation. Isolation guarantees tenant-
specific customization only affects that one single tenant, whereas assimilation
guarantees that customization capability can alter anything in the main soft-
ware product. Intrusive microservices [10, 12, 9] provide tight assimilation at the
cost of security (tenant isolation), whereas the non-intrusive approach called
MiSC-Cloud [7, 8, 11] trades assimilation for higher security. MiSC-Cloud orches-
trates customization using microservices via API gateways.

In this paper, we present an event-based non-intrusive deep customization
approach for multi-tenant SaaS using microservices as part of the MiSC-Cloud

framework [8]. The event-based approach, in combination with the synchronous
way of customization in [8], shows how the MiSC-Cloud framework can coordi-
nate the execution of the BL components (microservices) of the main product
as well as the customization microservices of tenants to obtain the desired cus-
tomization effects in the multi-tenant context.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 defines deep
customization. Then, Section 3 presents the event-based customization approach
with key techniques. In Section 4, we show a proof-of-concept for the proposed
approach by applying it on a reference application for microservice architecture
by Microsoft. Section 5 discusses related work. Finally, we provide in Section 6
our conclusions and possible future research directions.

2 Deep Customization

By contrast with other customization means such as settings, scripting languages
or API, deep customization demands that one can possibly make any change to
the system, as one can do with direct access to the source code. Changes can,
therefore, affect the user interface (UI), the business logic (BL), the database
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schema (DB), or any combination thereof. Deep customization turns out difficult
in multi-tenant SaaS environments, where all tenants originally run the same
code (UI, BL and DB). Tenant-specific customization must affect only one single
tenant. This work focuses on the customization of BL, especially based on events.
In this way, customization microservices communicate with the main product,
either in a synchronous way by requesting data and waiting for the response
(RPC-like), or in an asynchronous way, by publishing and subscribing to events
(pub/sub). The customization of UI and DB can be found in [10, 12, 9, 8, 11].

3 Event-based Customization Approach

In this section, we first present the main components for enabling event-based
customization of multi-tenant SaaS in Section 3.1. Then, Section 3.2 details how
the event-based customization approach works. In Section 3.3, we discuss how
the event-based customization fulfils the requirements of tenant isolation.

3.1 Main Components for Enabling Event-based Customization

Among the five main components of the MiSC-Cloud framework as presented
in [7, 8], we focus on presenting the Tenant Manager and the Event Bus as the
key parts of the event-based customization approach. The API gateways, IAM
Service, and WebMVC Customizer are the same as we described in [8].

The Tenant Manager is a service that manages the registration of customiza-
tion microservices including the events registered for customization for different
tenants. The service has a simple database that stores all the tenants that are
using the application, all the different events that exist in the main product
and finally all the customization microservices that exist for tenants and specific
events. Additionally, it stores an endpoint for each customization that is used
for halting the flow of events to be discussed further in the next section.

The Event Bus is key to enable event-based customization. Therefore, the
prerequisite for enabling event-based customization is that the main product
already has (part of) its logic flow orchestrated via events. If the main product
already has an Event Bus, such an Event Bus can be extended to enable event-
based customization. If the main product does not have an Event Bus, a new
one can be introduced as presented in [8]. It is important to note that a software
product can be re-engineered to enable event-based logic orchestration at the
back-end via an Event Bus. Different migration approaches from monolithic to
microservices architecture already show some patterns and practices to migrate
from synchronous calls into event-based communication between microservices
[4, 13]. Moreover, software vendors can also create user or system events within
their software product to allow authorized event-based integration with exter-
nal systems (of their customers). This event-based integration is similar to the
traditional way of offering a rich REST API for synchronous integration, e.g.,
using traditional GET-PUT-POST statements.
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3.2 Event-based Customization Flow

A customization microservice can subscribe to an event that is published to the
Event Bus when something notable happens, such as when another microservice
(of the main product or another tenant-specific customization) updates a busi-
ness entity. When a microservice receives an event, it can update its business
entities, which might lead to the publishing of more events. We design the event
bus as a multi-tenant interface with the tenant-specific APIs needed to subscribe
and unsubscribe to events and to publish events.

The flow of processing events in the original Event Bus implementation must
be changed for customization purposes. Before publishing events to the con-
sumers, it checks with the Tenant Manager for any customization that has been
registered for any event and tenant (see Figure 1). If an event is not customized,
then the event is processed in the standard fashion. In the case that an event is
customized, the event is sent to the endpoint that is part of the response from
the Tenant Manager. At this point, the tenant’s microservice is responsible for
storing the event until the required customization has been achieved. Then, the
tenant’s microservice can republish the event to the Event Bus, along with a flag
that instructs the Event Bus to not check for customization again, to avoid an
infinite loop.

Fig. 1. Event-based customization flow.

In some cases, customization microservices would require some execution con-
text from the main product that does not exist in the events that they receive.
To obtain such context, customization microservices can make authorized syn-
chronous calls to the APIs of the main product as presented in [8]. In fact, events
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often contain enough execution context for customization microservices to exe-
cute customization scenarios. This means that only a few special customization
scenarios would require such synchronous calls from customization microservices
to the API of the main product. Combining the synchronous and asynchronous
ways of customization can offer a more complete non-intrusive customization
approach for multi-tenant SaaS. However, we recommend the use of event-based
customization for as many customization scenarios as possible to reduce the traf-
fic of API calls to the main product, which often leads to performance bottleneck
when there are many customized tenants with unpredictable loads.

3.3 Tenant-isolation and Tenant-specific Event-Handlers

The Event Bus implementation and architecture in the main product must en-
sure that tenant isolation is still preserved. Instead of having one connection
to a single event bus, there must be multiple connections, one per tenant. One
example of such an event bus implementation is based on RabbitMQ that can
make use of virtual hosts3. This way allows us to have a logical separation per
tenant, and the permission can easily be set so that each tenant is only allowed
to interact with its own virtual host.

4 Proof-Of-Concept and Evaluation

In this section, we show a proof of concept of our approach for enabling deep
customization of the eShopOnContainers by extending the Event Bus in the
application. The .NET Microservices Sample Reference Application eShopOn-

Containers4 has been chosen for a couple of reasons. First, eShopOnContainers
has a clear separation between the user interface and the business logic of the
application as a prerequisite of the MiSC-Cloud framework. Secondly, the ap-
plication follows the microservices architecture, and as such, has loose coupling
as compared to a monolithic application. Finally, the collaboration between the
microservices that the application as a whole is made up of is done using events
and a publish/subscribe system.

An Event Bus implementation must be associated with the authentication
and authorization mechanisms of the IAM service for multi-tenant SaaS-based on
Open ID Connect or OAuth 2.0. As an implementation of RabbitMQ already
exists in the eShopOnContainers, we have extended it to enable event-based
customization.

Let us consider the original eShopOnContainers in the GitHub repository as
the main product being customized. We show how our event-based customization
approach can enable different customization scenarios for two tenants as the
representatives of multi-tenant context5. The first use case in Section 4.1 adds
new logic to the main flow of the ordering process, without altering any of the

3 https://www.rabbitmq.com/vhosts.html
4 https://github.com/dotnet-architecture/eShopOnContainers
5 https://github.com/Espent1004/eShopOnContainersCustomised
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existing functionality. The second use case in Section 4.2 requires a modification
of the existing logic of the ordering process by halting the flow of the order.

4.1 Tenant A’s Customization of the Ordering Process

The original ordering process is straightforward. After having logged in, a cus-
tomer can add items in the shopping cart and then create an order with card
payment and shipping address. What happens at the back-end is that the Basket
service of the eShopOnContainers publishes a UserCheckoutAcceptedIntegra-

tionEvent, which is consumed by the Ordering service to create and process the
order, e.g., generating OrderSubmittedIntegrationEvent. Tenant A wants to
change the original ordering process of eShopOnContainers to incorporate the
shipping information from external (third-party) systems. This means that after
the Basket service has published a UserCheckoutAcceptedIntegrationEvent,
the Ordering service validates the order request before creating an order and
an OrderSubmittedIntegrationEvent to trigger this customization. Here, we
demonstrate the customization of Tenant A using the asynchronous way. The
synchronous way of customization has been presented in [8].

The asynchronous way of customization has been used for the customiza-
tion scenario in which the user has checked out (UserCheckoutAcceptedInte-
grationEvent), and the corresponding order has been made (OrderSubmitted-
IntegrationEvent). The customization microservice Shipping of Tenant A in-
tercepts the OrderSubmittedIntegrationEvent and queries an external system
for an estimated time for delivery. This information is then stored in the microser-
vice’s database, which can then be retrieved whenever the My Orders page is
displayed. The customization result can be seen in Figure 2. The parts in red,
e.g., SHIPPING DATE, are the customized content, which are only available for
the users of Tenant A. What happens in the background is that we have added
a new Event Handler that consumes the OrderSubmittedIntegrationEvent.
Whenever this event is published by the main product to the event bus of Tenant
A, the Event Handler consumes the event and calls the customization microser-
vice Shipping, which is responsible for calculating the shipping information by
integrating with an external system.

Fig. 2. Customization of Tenant A: An estimated time for delivery.
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4.2 Tenant B’s Customization of the Ordering Process

Tenant B wants to customize the ordering process with some additional steps to
mark all the items with RFID. Before the order status is set to confirmed, all
the order lines in the order should be scanned. Further, the order status should
only be set to confirmed when all the items in the order have been scanned.

The second use case requires that the status of the order is not set to
confirmed until all the items in the order have been scanned. To ensure this,
we need to halt the flow of the application by capturing the OrderStatus-

ChangedToAwaitingValidationIntegrationEvent. This is done by registering
this event for the specific tenant in the Tenant Manager, as well as the endpoint
that we want the event to be sent to. Figure 3 shows the customization flow trig-
gered by the OrderStatusChangedToAwaitingValidationIntegrationEvent.
This event is then stored in the database of the microservice for this cus-
tomization until the RFIDTagScannedIntegrationEvent is published by the
TenantARFIDService.

Fig. 3. Customization of Tenant B: The customization flow around the OrderStatus-
ChangedToAwaitingValidationIntegrationEvent.

The customization scenario depicted in Figure 3 starts when the Ordering

service publishes the OrderStatusChangedToAwaitingValidationIntegration-
Event. Next, the Event Bus implementation checks for any customization for
this event by querying the Tenant Manager. As Tenant B has customized this
event, the Event Bus sends the event to the endpoint specified in the response
from the Tenant Manager rather than publishing to the RabbitMQ instance.
At this point, the tenant has control of the event and can save it to the local
database of Tenant B’s Event Service before publishing OrderStatusChanged-

ToAwaitingValidationEventSavedEvent to the Event Bus. The OrderStatus-
ChangedToAwaitingValidationEventSavedEventHandler in Tenant B’s RFID

Service consumes this event, and stores the necessary data in its database.
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Fig. 4. Customization of Tenant B: After all the RFID tags have been scanned.

The next step of the use case is triggered whenever the endpoint in Ten-
ant B’s RFID Service is used to indicate that all the order lines have been
scanned. The use of this endpoint also triggers RFIDTagScannedIntegration-

Event, which is then consumed by the RFIDTagScannedIntegrationEvent-

Handler in Tenant B’s Event Service. At this point, the original OrderStatus-
ChangedToAwaitingValidationIntegrationEvent is re-published to the Event
Bus, and the handlers in the main product can perform their operations. Then,
the event is re-published to the Event Bus, and it is processed normally by the
main product. The result of the customization, after the RFID tags are scanned
can be seen in Figure 4.

The asynchronous customization approach is based on the events in the ap-
plication. Because all the events are isolated so that each tenant is only able to
interact with their own events. This means that tenant isolation is still preserved.

5 Related Work

The notion of customizable SaaS applications with explicit support for vari-
ability management has been proposed and explored extensively [3]. There are
many technical approaches addressing these complexities, such as design pat-
terns, dependency injection (DI), software product lines (SPL), or API. While
these approaches help predefining customization at design time, they do not have
sufficient support for the complex and unanticipated behavioural coordination
between the custom code and the main product at runtime.

The majority of SaaS customization approaches focus on a high-level mod-
ification of the service composition. Mietzner and Leymann [5] present a cus-
tomization approach based on the automatic transformation from a variability
model to BPEL process. Here customization is a re-composition of services pro-
vided by vendors. Tsai and Sun [15] follow the same assumption but propose
multiple layers of compositions. All the composite services are customizable un-
til reaching atomic services, which are assumed to be provided by the vendors.

Middleware techniques can also support the customization of SaaS. Guo et
al. [2] discuss, in a high abstraction level, a middleware-based framework for the
development and operation of customization, and highlighted the key challenges.
Walraven et al. [16] implemented such a customization, enabling middleware us-
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ing Dependency Injection. The dependency injection way for customization al-
lows the custom code developers to introduce arbitrary coordination behaviour
with the main product, and thus achieve a strong expression power. However, it
also brings tight coupling between the custom code and the main product. Op-
erating the custom code as an external microservice eases performance isolation,
misbehaviour of the custom code only fails the underlying container, and the
main product only perceives a network error, which does not affect other ten-
ants. Besides, external microservices ease management: scaling independently
resource-consuming customization and eventually billing tenants accordingly.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented an event-based customization approach that is
part of our non-intrusive customization framework for multi-tenant SaaS. This
asynchronous way of customization means that customization microservices can
have event-based communication with the main product BL components for cus-
tomization purposes. Using event-based communication between customization
microservices and the main product BL components is important not only for the
microservices architecture but also for non-intrusive deep customization capabil-
ity. Enabling customization both synchronously and asynchronously provides a
more flexible way of coordinating the customization logic between the BL com-
ponents (microservices) of the main product and the customization microservices
of tenants to obtain the desired customization effects in the multi-tenant con-
text. Our event-based customization approach makes sure of tenant-isolation,
which is crucial in practice for SaaS vendors. This approach can also help re-
ducing the number of API calls that may lead to performance bottleneck when
there are many customized tenants with unpredictable loads. We planned to col-
laborate with two SaaS vendors and their customer companies for an empirical
study. Enabling event-based customization is also a way to prepare for offloading
custom code to the Edge devices. The event bus could be open to events from
microservices on Edge devices and maybe even to “things” in the IoT context.
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